
PORTERS ANALYSIS OF GUL AHMED

GUL AHMED VISION ANALYSIS: The vision statement clearly describes the dream Lack of freedom and decision the
world of textiles power SWOT MATRIX 4.

Home textiles, Beddings and Curtains. Therefore, the textile industry should focus on the finished products so
as to create more value in their products and reap larger margin of profits. So they really need to work on their
marketing to make them known. Do you have a large number of customers, each with relatively small
purchases? Fashion life cycle Fashion changes day by day these days. To invest into cosmetics market 2.
Responsibly delivering products and services to our partners. Although various business models exist, the
principles and structure of Gul Ahmed is a good model to follow. In today's world strategy life cycles are
growing shorter, not longer. According to Jawed Bilwani, Chairman Pakistan Apparel Forum Chairman,
Pakistan is the fourth largest cotton producer but is not listed among top apparel exporters. Is a lot of capital
needed to enter your industry? Consequently, the loyal customers of Gul Ahmed would want to buy or try
other product range that is being offered by Gul Ahmed. Although it is competitive to their other competitors
but the overall pricing is a bit too high given the fact that the clothing prints and the material they are selling
on other shops at a lower price are being sold at a higher price in the ideas outlet. Collaboration with foreign
companies Shoes, bags, ready-made garments for women, children and men, bath accessories and bed linen
have been a major focus for the firm which has also been expanding its retail footprint across the country.
Your customer is not likely to substitute. Another weakness is their display of items. All of the below
information has taken from the ten years annual report of Gul Ahmed Textile mills. Does the customer face
any significant costs in switching suppliers? In addition, IFE matrix serves as a basis for identifying and
assessing relationships amongst those areas. Key Highlights Gul Ahmed Textile Mills Limited Gul Ahmed is a
vertically integrated textile company that primarily manufactures, markets and distributes yarns, fabrics,
apparels and garments. Moreover, it also houses around knitwear-producing units and towel-producing units.
There are several reasons behind this falling demand. So, shopping from these big stores is becoming a status
symbol. It is a massive sector with hundreds of companies producing apparel. Hence, the bargaining power of
customers is strong. Coming mainly off the back of improved margins, growing sales of low value-added yarn
and high value-added garments, bedding and suiting locally, the firm managed to improve its EPS, which went
up to Rs. It became successful in reducing operating expenses, but profit margin is lower as compare to
previous year.


